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LARRY SMITH* 
Department of Mathematics, The University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia 22904 
In “On the Conflict of Bordism of Finite Complexes” [J. Differential 
Geometry], Conner and Smith introduced a homomorphism cafled the Todd 
character, relating complex bordism theory to rational homology. Specifically 
the Todd character consists of a family of homomorphisms 
th, : MU,(X) - &,(X, Q). 
In L. Smith, The Todd character and the integrality theorem for the Chern 
character, III. J. Math. it was shown (note that the indexing of the Todd 
character is somewhat different here) that there was an integrality theorem for 
th analogous to the Adams integrality theorem for the Chern character 
J. F. Adams, On the Chern character and the structure of the unitary group, 
Proc. Cambridge Philos. Sot. 57 (1961), 189-199; On the Chern character 
revisted, Ill. /. Math. Now Adams’ first paper contains a wealth of information 
about the Chern character in addition to the integrality theorem already 
mentioned. Our objective in the present note is to derive analogous results for the 
Todd character. As in Smith these may then be used to deduce the results of 
Adams for the Chern character. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We will collect here some of the basic information concerning the 
classical Todd polynomials 
that will be of use to us in the sequel. There are several contexts in which 
the Todd polynomials arise in cobordism theory, the most apparent 
being through the notion of a multiplicative genus. 
To begin, let us write MU, for the complex cobordism ring of Thorn 
and Milnor. (See for example [IS] for information about cobordism 
theory, where MU, is written Q,o.) From the work of Thorn it is 
known that the Hurewicz map 
T : MU, + H,(BU; Z) 
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is a monomorphism, and 
T @ Q: MU, 0 Q - H,(BU; Q) 
is an isomorphism. It, therefore, follows that any homomorphism of 
groups, 
f: MU,, - Q, 
can be written in the form 
for unique rational numbers a, , or if preferred, in the notations of [3], 
f[Ml = 1 wdW, 
where sJc)[M] and cE[M] denote tangential Chern numbers of [Ml. If 
we suppose that 
+MU,-+Q 
is a homomorphism of rings (ungraded) we will obtain a unique class 
~(4) E H**(BU; Q) N nT=, W(BU; Q) such that 
where for a class [M] E MU,, , c($)[M] means the value of the 2n 
dimensional component of c(4) on the fundamental class of M, or 
equivalently 
44Pw = (c(4), Pm 
where ( , ) is the Kronecker index. In addition, the class ~(4) isgmplik 
that is, 
where 
A: H**(BU; Q) + H**(BU; Q) 0 H**(BU; Q) 
is the diagonal. Conversely, any grouplike element g E H**(BU; Q) 
determines a ring homomorphism 
A,: MU, - Q, 
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by the equation, 
For reasons buried in classical mathematics, a ring homomorphism, 
d: MU, - Q, 
is called a multiplicative genus (for weakly complex manifolds). 
A particular genus, called the Todd genus, 
Td: MU, + Q, 
that arises quite naturally may be described as follows: 
and let 
MU, 0 Q = Q[[@W)l, [@WW., [@W&.1, 
be the unique ring homomorphism whose values on generators is given by 
&CP(n)] = 1. 
The homomorphism Td is then to be the composition 
From the preceding discussion it follows that there is a unique grouplike 
class Td E H**(BU; Q) such that (no confusion should ensue from this 
duplicity of notation) 
CT4 [@P(n)]> = 1, 
for all n. What then is this class? The answer is provided by a theorem 
of Hirzebruch which we now describe. 
Following [3] we let 
i: @P(n) + BU: n = 1, 2,... 
be the canonical inclusion and 
b, = i*[CP(n)] E H,,(BU; Z), 
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where [@P(n)] E HsJ@P(n); 2) d enotes the fundamental class. Then 
H*(BU; Z) N Z[b, , b, ,...I, 
and the monomials 
bE = bi’bp ... bp: E = (e, ,.. ., e,), ei > 0, 
form a basis for the free Abelian group H,(BU; Z). If 4: MU, + Q is 
a multiplicative genus then 4 defines a unique ring homomorphism 
4: MU, @ Q + Q, and, hence, via Thorn’s theorem a ring homo- 
morphism 
6: H,(BU; Q) 2 MU, 0 Q - Q- 
It is clear from the universal coefficient theorem that 
c(4) = C$ E H**(BU; Q) = Hom(H,(BU; Q), Q). 
So it will suffice to compute the class a. Now a ring homomorphism, 
6: ff,PU; Q) - Q, 
is completely determined by its value on the generators b, , b, ,... . This 
suggests we introduce the formal power series 
which is called the characteristic power series of q3 and completely 
determines +. We have the following. 
THEOREM (Hirzebruch [9]). Th e characteristic power series of the 
Todd genus is 
QW = & = 1 + ; t + c (- l)“-1 &g P”, 
where the B, are the classical Bernoulli numbers. 
Fro% this theorem we may (in principal) completely determine the 
class Td E H**(BU; Q) as a sum of homogeneous polynomials in the 
Chern classes. Let us write 
% = Td, + Td, + ... + Td, + ... , 
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where Td, is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 2n in the Chern classes. 
These polynomials are called the Todd polynomials, and n, or just Td, 
the total Todd class. The first few polynomials are as follows: 
Td, = 1, 
Td, = UP) cl, 
Td, = (W)(cz + c12), 
Td, = (l/24) c2cl , 
Td, = (1/720)(-c, + cacr + 3~,~ + 4c2cr2 - ci4). 
These polynomials had classically occurred in algebraic geometry in the 
study of the arithmetic genus (see [9]) and the Riemann-Roth theorem. 
One of the important results of [9] is the fact that Td[M2”] is an integer 
for all [&PI E MU2, , something that is not at all apparent from the way 
the Todd genus originally entered cobordism theory. A more satisfactory 
understanding of this result is obtained when we connect the total Todd 
class with K theory characteristic numbers and the Thorn isomorphism 
in K theory. (See for example [3, Sections 4-5; 18, pp. 117-1201.) 
Several important properties of the Todd polynomials that we shall 
need in the course of our study will be explained in the context in which 
they occur. 
2. THE TODD CHARACTER 
Let us begin by collecting the basic facts about the Todd character. 
It is perhaps best to begin with the definition [7]. (We assume familiarity 
with basic bordism ideas as may be found in [6; 181.) We suppose given 
a finite complex X. Recall that a homology class x E H,(X, Q) is uniquely 
determined by the mapping, 
(-1 x>: H*(X; Q) - Q, 
given by the duality pairing (Kronecker product). Suppose that OL = 
[M,f] E MU,(X). Then th,(or) E H,-,(X; Q) is uniquely determined by 
the formula 
<Y> W4) = (f *rTWW, PI>> 
where y E Hs-2r(X; Q) is arbitrary, Td,(M) E JP’(M; Q) denotes the rth 
Todd polynomial [9] of M, and [Ml E H,(M; Z), the fundamental class 
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of M. Note that th,(cy) = I where p: MU,(X) -+ W,(X; Z) is the 
classical Thorn homomorphism. The definition extends to arbitrary 
complexes by taking limits. 
If we write MU for the unitary Thorn spectrum then the components 
of the Todd character provide spectral maps, 
th,: MU ---f K(Q), 
of degree -2r where K(Q) d enotes an Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum 
for the group of rationals Q. Let us introduce the spectrum K(Q[t]) 
which is an Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum for the graded ring Q[t] where 
t has degree 2. The component morphism th, then fit together to form a 
morphism of ring spectra 
th: MU + K(Q[t]). 
The morphism th is determined up to homotopy by a cohomology class 
and we check that 
th*(i) E H*(MU; Q[t]) 
th*(i) = @(l + Tdl(cI)t + ... + Z’d,(c, ,..., c,) tn + ...), 
where t has degree -2 since we are in cohomology (this being the usual 
convention of raising and lowering indices), and 
@: H*(BU; Q[t]) - H*(MU; Q[t]) 
is the Thorn isomorphism. 
In this setting the Todd character becomes a degree 0 morphism 
th: MU,(X) -+ H,(X; QPI), 
where for 01 E MU,(X) we havei 
th(or) = th,(a) + th,(ol)t + ... + th18,21(a) t[s’21 E H,(X; Q[tl). 
The map induced on coefficients, that is for X = point, is given by 
th: MU, -+ Q[t] : th[N2k] = Td[N2”] tk. 
1 [o/b] denotes the integral part of a/b. 
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We, thus, have (recall that MUBk+i = 0: k = 0, l,...) 
th([N]a) = Td[N] tJYh(a), 
for any [N] E MU,, . Thus, we see that 
th: MU,(X) - H&Y; Q[t]) 
is far from manic even modulo torsion and indeed any class of the form 
[N]or, where Td[N] = 0 belongs to the kernel of th. In fact, except for 
torsion, this is the entire kernel of th, for we have the following. 
PROPOSITION. For any cw-complex X the Todd character induces an 
isomorphism, 
%I Q[tl O,wt MU,(~) - H,(X; QW 
compatible with the Q[t] module structures. 
In this proposition we are to regard Q[t] as a module over MU, via 
the Todd character map th: MU, -+ Q[t] which is a ring homomor- 
phism. The existence of % follows from our discussion of the kernel of 
th. The verification that % is an isomorphism is relatively straightforward 
and left to the reader. 
On occasion it is convenient to abuse notation and write for the total 
Todd character 
th(4 = th,(4 + th,(4 + ... + thLslzl(4 E H,(X; Q). 
Note that th,(cu) = p(a) and th[,/,l(ol) = Td[Ml. 
In [14] the following integrality theorem was established. 
INTEGRALITY THEOREM FOR THE TODD CHARACTER. Let X be a cw 
complex and 01 E MU,(X). Then &hr(a) E H,-,,(X; Q) is integraE where 
t;, is the integer dejked by TV, = J’Jp [r/P-1], the product being overall primesp. 
(We reiterate that there is a d#erence in indexing between [14] and the 
present paper.) 
Recall that a homology (the definition here and later apply equally 
well to cohomology) class x E H,(X; Q) is said to be integral iff 
x E Im{H,(X; Z) + H*(X; Q>l- 
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In the sequel we shall have need of a refinement of the notion of inte- 
grality which we here explain. Let p be a prime and denote by Q, the 
ring of integers localized at the prime p. (That is Q, is what is usually 
written 2,~) by everyone but topologists). Thus, 
Q, = {a/b: a, b E 2, b prime to p}, 
and there are canonical morphisms 
4: Q, - Q, 
~8: Q, - 2,) 
where 2, , the field with p elements, is the quotient of the local ring QP 
by its maximal ideal. 
DEFINITION. Let p be a prime. A class x E H,(X; Q) is said to be 
p integral iff 
x E Im(i,: H,(X; Q,) - H,(X; Q)}. 
Note that a class x E H,(X; Q) is p integral iff there exists an integer q 
relatively prime to p such that qx E H,(X; Q) is actually integral. The 
integrality theorem for the Todd character is therefore equivalent to 
the following. 
P-INTEGRALITY THEOREM FOR THE TODD CHARACTER. Let X be a 
cw-complex and 01 E MU,(X). Then p[slP-llth,(ol) E Hs&X; Q) is 
p-integral for all primes p. 
It is perhaps instructive to examine an example. We begin with the 
power series expansion, 
defining the coefficients E(r, n). For n > 0 these coefficients are related 
to the Stirling numbers of the second kind [13]. More precisely 
S(Y + 12, n) = 
( ) 
r ; n &, 4, 
607/11/1-6 
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where S(a, 6) is the Stirling number of the second kind defined by the 
equation 
P = i S(a, b)[t(t - l)(t - 2)(...)(t - b + I)]. 
b=O 
The Stirling numbers of the second kind are nonnegative integers. For 
n = - I the coefficients E(r, - 1) are related to the Bernoulli numbers. 
More precisely 
B, = (--I)“-‘E(2s, -1): s > 0, 
where B, are the classical Bernoulli numbers, and in fact this is one of 
their classical definitions. The Stirling numbers [16; 151 and the 
Bernoulli numbers [2; 91, etc. appear through characteristic class and 
number computations into topology. So with the numbers E(r, n) for 
n < I as we now explain. 
Let us write CP(n) for the complex projective space of real dimension 
2n. For m < n let i: CP(m) 4 CP(n) be the canonical inclusion and 
ym = [CP(m), i] E IMU,,(CP(n)). Then MU,(CP(n)) is a free MU, 
module with basis y,, , y1 ,..., yn . Thus, to compute the Todd character 
a: MU&W4 - ~&P(n); QDI), 
it will suffice to find a formula for th(y,),..., th(y,). For this we will 
require some more notations. Let c E H2(CP(co); 2) be the canonical 
class and write c also for its restriction to CP(n). Thus, 
H*(CP(n); 2) r Z[c]/(cn+l). 
Define bi E H,,(CP(n); Z), i = 0, l,..., rz, by the requirement (ci, b,) = 1. 
The total Todd class of CP(n) is given by 
Td(CP(n)) = (r&J”” = ,$ (-1)’ E(yY -;!- I) c+ . 
From the definitions we obtain via naturality and abused notations 
(es-r’, %(Y$)) = (cs-‘~4(cP(~)), [CP(s)l) 
= q-1) ( E(y, ;!” - l) CT, [CP@)]) 
= y ., -s - 1) (P, [CP(s)]) 
= k$ E(Y, -5 - l), 
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and, therefore, 
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for any s < n. 
3. THE TODD CHARACTER AND COHOMOLOCY OPERATIONS 
Let X be a cw complex whose homology is free of p torsion. Then 
i,: Hz+@; Q,) - ff,(X; Q) 
is a monomorphism. Thus, for any OL E MU,(X) the class, 
pyi;‘(p[““-‘lthr(~)) H,-2,(X; Z,), 
is well defined. In general the elements th,.(ol) E H,Y-,,.(X, Q) depend on 
more than just the class th,(ol) = P(B) E H,,(X; 2). However, the 
following theorem shows that the reductions modp (as defined pre- 
viously) of certain of the th,(cu) depend on I in a simple manner. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X be a cw complex and 01 = [M, f] E MU,(X). 
Suppose p is a prime, t 3 0, and H,-,,(,-,1(X; Z), and Hs-21’I’-1j(X; Z) 
have no p torsion. Then 
P .g Pi, tkd4) = XP”) PP(4, 
where ~Jcll) is the mod p reduction of ~(01) and P1 = Sq21 when p = 2. 
In the preceding theorem, x denotes the canonical antiautomorphism 
of the Steenrod algebra [ll] d*(p). The formula 
(BY, x> = (Y, x(@>, 
x E f&(X, Zp), Y E HS(X; Zp), and 0 E &(P)‘-~, defines the action of 
d*(p) on H,(X; Z,). Note that x(O) lowers degree by Y  - s, which 
is consistent with the usual rules for raising and lowering indices. 
Note that (2.1) seems a trifle stronger then the corresponding result 
for the Chern character [l, Theorem 2; 5, Section 41 (also see (3.4)) in 
that we need not assume that H,(X; Z) has no p torsion, but only that 
there is no p torsion in the crucial dimension of the formula. 
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Our proof of Theorem (3.1) will be based on a modp analog of the 
Todd character whose definition depends on certain technica properties 
of the Todd polynomials. For the convenience of the reader we assembled 
the facts from [5] and [9] that we will use. 
Recollections. We are going to need two crucial properties of the Todd 
polynomials. First of all we have the following result (see for example [5]) 
underlying the proof of the integrality theorem for the Todd character. 
THEOREM. The universal Todd polynomial, 
Td,(cl ,..., c,) E Hz"@ u; Q), 
may be written uniquely as a polynomial with coprime integral coe@cients 
divided by pn . That is the class, 
p1~w11Td& ,..., c,) E H2yBU; Q), 
is p integral for all primes p. 
Since H*(BU; 2) is torsion free the natural map, 
i,: H*(BU; Q,) + H*(BU; Q), 
is a monomorphism. Thus, the formula, 
P,i;l(p[nlP-llTd,(cl ,..., c,)), 
defines in view of the preceding theorem a unique cohomology class, 
Tdnp(c, ,..., c,) E H2”(BU; Z,). 
Let now M be a closed smooth n-dimensional manifold. Denote by 
qf) = 1 + w,(M) + ... + yn,2,(M> 
the total Wu class of M, where v,(M) E III~~(~-~)(M; 2,) for p odd, and 
v,(M) E W(M; 2,) when p = 2. 
For a weakly almost complex manifold the Todd polynomials and Wu 
class are connected by the following result [8; 5, Section 21. 
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THEOREM (Hirzebruch). Let M be a closed almost complex manifold 
and p a prime. Then 
and 
~,,,l(W = 0 
wz&vq = Td,“(q ,..., Cj) * = 2 t 
where ci E H2i(M; 2) are the tangential Chern classes of M. 
We are now prepared to introduce a modp analog of the Todd 
character. To this end let Y be a cw complex and /3 = [N, g] E MU,(Y). 
Define th,P(lg) E H,-,,( Y; Z,) by the formula 
where y E Hsezr(Y; Z,) is arbitrary and Td,p(c, ,..., cr) E HBr(N; Z,) is the 
modp reduction of the Todd polynomial described previously. 
In view of the relation between the Todd polynomial and the Wu 
class the following result is not surprising. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let Y be a cw complex and ,f3 = [N, g] E MU,(Y). 
Then for any prime p 
Proof. Let y E HS-21(p-1)(Y; Z,). Then by Wu’s formula 
0, %?,-1)(P)> = <g*Y~4%-&1 ,.-.j G(a-*h [ND 
= (g*Yfw), [ND 
= m*rt Pw 
= <g*pty, [Nl) 
= WY, g*[W 
= (Y7 XPt)k*[w) 
= <Y, XP&P,(B)))~ 
and the result follows from the fact that ( , ) is a dual pairing. 0 
The relation between the mod p Todd character thp and the reduction 
modp of the Todd character is contained in the following result. 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. Let X be a cw camplex and (Y E MU,(X). Suppose 
that p is a prime and r a nonnegative integer such that H,-,(X; Z) and 
HS-2’(X; Z) have nop torsion. Then 
ppi,-l(p[~~“-llth,(a)) = th,*(cx). 
Proof. It will suffice to consider the case where X is a finite cw 
complex. First of all, observe that since H,-,-,(X; Z) has no p torsion 
the formula p&‘( p[‘l”-‘lth,(a)) d e fi nes a unique element of HS+(X; Z,). 
Next note that by the universal coefficient theorem Hs--27+1(X; Z) 
contains no p-torsion, and, hence, the exact coefficient sequence, 
... --f @(X; Z) + W(X; Z) --t zqx; Z,) -+ Hq+yX; Z), 
shows that p: Hse2’(X; Z) + Hs-21(X; Z,) is an epimorphism. 
Suppose now that 01= [M, f] and y E HS-27(X; Z,). Then y is the 
reduction of an integral u so we have 
(Y, th,*W = <.f*~Td,~(c, >..., 4, [MI) 
= <f*fPuw*(cl Y.‘.> 4 pfl) 
= <f,(f*u) fp~,l(P~“*-‘lw(~l t..-, 4, [MI) 
= ~pi~l(p[‘lp-ll(f*uTd,(cl ,..., q.), [M])) 
= p,i;‘(p[‘~*-yu, th,(a))) 
= p,ipyu, p-1 th,(a)) 
= (p,u, ppi,‘(p[““-‘lth7(~))) 
= ( y, p,i;l( p[+~*-llth,(a))) 
and the result follows from the fact that ( , ) is a dual pairing. 0 
Proof of (3.1). Th’ IS is just a matter of stringing (3.2) and (3.3) 
together thusly 
as required. 0 
Remark. It is possible to use (3.1) and a Spanier-Whitehead duality 
isomorphism argument as in [14] to deduce the following theorem of 
Adams [l]. 
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THEOREM. Let Y be 2n - I connectedjnite cw-complex whose integral 
homology is free of p torsion. Let f E K(X) with Chern character 
Then ptch,,+,t(p-1)(6) is p integral and 
P,~,‘(P”~~z,+ztcP-l,o) = xw P&W,,(5)), 
where as usual Pt = Sqzl when p = 2. 
It is only necessary to note that the Spanier-Whitehead duality 
isomorphism, 
H*(A; 2,) d+ H”-*p; Z,), 
for a pair of complexes dual in the k + 1 sphere is a map of left A?*(P)- 
modules. (See for example [17, Section III. l] and use the definitions of 
D and the left action of the Steenrod algebra on homology.) The details 
are left to the reader. 
Instead of pursuing the relation between the Todd character and the 
cohomology Chern character as in [14] and the preceding remark we will 
examine the implications of (3.1) for the homology Chern character. We 
will denote by bu the connective Bott spectrum for the unitary group. 
The homology Chern character is a family of homomorphisms of 
homology theories 
4: bu,(W - Hs-,4X; Q), 
where we have written bu,( ) for the homology theory determined by bu. 
(This is denoted by k,( ) in [6; 7; 141 and elsewhere). 
THEOREM 3.4. Let X be a cw complex whose homology is free of p 
torsion. Then for any [ E bu,(X) the class, 
is well defined and 
P .G3Pt4(D-lm = XP) rlP(O, 
where 
is the natural map. 
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Remark. Actually our proof will show a bit more. Namely if 
29,.+-,(X; 2) has no p torsion then the formula p,;~‘(~[~lp-~lch,(~)) 
defines a unique element of H+s,.(X; Z,). If in addition there is an 
integer Q, prime to p, such that CJE E Im{MU,(X) + bu,(X)}, then we 
will have 
PPc3Ptchh-lm = xw %(5). 
The existence of such an integer Q would follow from the weaker 
assumption that the module MU,(X) @ QP has projective dimension at 
most two over the ring MU, @ Q, ( see for example [6, Section lo]). 
Notice that in this sense (3.1) appears to be a stronger result. Is this 
strength apparent or real ? 
Proof of 3.4. The fact that p&‘( p[r@-llchr( 0) is well defined follows 
from [8, Section 3.11, which says that p~r~~-llch,(~) is p integral, and the 
lack of p torsion in H,(X; Z). Next note that ch,(,$ = ~~(6) and that 
we have a commutative diagram 
MU,(X) 
5 ffs-,,W; Q)- 
bu.&V 
Since H,(X; Z) is free of p torsion the map, 
6 0 Q,: MU,(X) 0 Q, + bus(X) 0 Q, 3 
is surjective. Therefore, we may find an integer Q relatively prime to p 
and a class 01 E MU,(X) such that [(oL) = qt. Therefore, Theorem 3 
by (3.1) we obtain 
&‘(P%D-1)(~)) = PzA3(Ptl~) %,-l)(4)> 
= 4-$sia*(Pttht(e-l)(a)), 
= ~-‘xv%P?l(~))~ 
= 4-1XwhD(45N~ 
= xmhm 
as required. 0 
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4. THE TODD CHARACTER AND COBORDISM OPERATIONS 
Our objective in this section is to connect up the Todd character with 
the operations introduced into complex cobordism by Landweber [lo] 
and Novikov [12]. (W e refer the reader [lo; 12; and/or 31 for a discussion 
of these operations.) In particular we will write a formula that expresses 
th: MU,(X) + H,(X; Q[t]) 
in terms of the action of the Landweber-Norikov operations on MU,(X) 
and, as might be expected, the Bernoulli numbers. As a preliminary step 
we will write a formula for the induced map 
th,: H,WJ; Q) - Q[tl = ff,NQ[tl); Q). 
After establishing some preliminary notations we will see that th, may 
be computed from known formulas [9]. 
Notations. We are going to employ the notations of [3]. We, 
therefore, fix a generator c E H2(CP(oo); 2) E 2 so that we then have 
H*(CP(co); 2) z Z[c]. Define bi E H,,(CP(m); Z) by (ci, bi) = 1. Let 
i: CP(o0) = BU(1) -+ BU be the canonical inclusion and abusing 
notations write bi for i,(b,) E H,,(BU; Z). We then have an isomorphism 
of algebras 
H*(BU; 2) Fx Z[b, , b, ,...I 
with coproduct given by 
Vb,= c bi@b,:b,z 1. 
l+j=a 
Thus, to each sequence E = (e, , e2 ,... ) of nonnegative integers with 
almost all ei = 0 we may introduce the monomial 
bE = b;‘bp ... E H,,l.ll(BU; Z), 
where (1 E Jj = C iei. These monomials are then a basis for the free graded 
Abelian group H,(BU; Z). Write {cE} for the dual basis for H*(BU; Z). 
Thus, in this notation, c(~,~, .. ) = Ci E fP(BU; Z) is the usual ith Chern 
class. We then have 
H*(BU; 2) ei Z[cl , c2 ,...I, 
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with coproduct given by 
c n = ,z, ci @ cj : co = 1. 
Let @: H,(MU; 2) -+ H,(BU; 2) be the homology Thorn isomorphism 
and use @ to identify H,(MU; Z) and Z[b, , b, *-*I as algebras. 
LEMMA 4.1. There exists a unique homomorphism of graded rings 
such that the diagram 
4: H,(MU; 2) - Q[tl 
MU* 
h ! 
th \ Qkl 
H,WJ; Z) 
commutes, where h is the Hurecwicz map. 
Proof. This is immediate from the fact that h is manic and 
h @ Q: MU, @ Q + H,(MU; Q) 
is an isomorphism. 0 
If we define 
Q(t) = 1 + I+ ti E Q[tl, 
then Q(t) is the characteristic power series [9] for the Todd genus. 
We, therefore, have [9, p. 131 
C(t) = Q(t) = & = 1 +;t + f (-1)“~l&t% 
k=l 
This formula will be useful presently. Of course B, are the Bernoulli 
numbers with the usual indexing of topologists [9; 131. 
LEMMA 4.2. The homomorphism 4 of (4.1) upon tensoring with Q may 
be identified with 
th,: H,(MU; Q> - H,WQM Q). 
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That is, the following diagram is commutative 
MU, th* l ~&(Q[tl) 
i h N 1 h 
H*wJ; 2) -- QPI 
i i- 
ff,(MU; Q) tht fJ,(K(QM Q). 
Proof. Immediate from the definitions. 0 
Combining (4.1) and (4.2) with the formula for the preceding charac- 
teristic power series Q(t) will allow us to write a formula for the induced 
map, 
th,: HAMU; Q> --+ QM = ffdK(Q[tlh Q). 
To state this result we will need the following. 
DEFINITION. Let E = (e, , e2 ,...) b e a sequence of nonnegative 
integers with almost all ei = 0. Define B, , a rational number, as 
follows 
(Recall the usual convention that O” = 1.) 
Note that for A, the sequence with a 1 in the kth place and zeros else- 
where that B, k = Q, 0 or B, depending on whether k is 1, odd, or 21. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let th: MU -+ K(Q[t]) be the spectral map inducing 
the Todd character. Identifying H,(K(Q[t]); Q) with Q[t]. Then 
4: H,(MU; Q) - QPI 
is given by the formula 
th,(bE) = B,W! 
Proof. Immediate from (4.1), (4.2), and the definition of Be . 0 
Let H: MU,(X) -+ H,(X; Z) @ H,(MU; Z) be the Hurecwicz map. 
That is H is induced by the spectral map 
X+AMU+X+AMUAK(Z). 
We then have the following. 
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PROPOSITION 4.4. The map H is given by 
Ho4 = c /4x44) 0 bE, 
E 
where sE is the Landweber-Novikov operation associated to E, and x is the 
canonical anti-automorphism of the Landweber-Novikov algebra. 
Proof. This is routine. 0 
We will also write H for the composition 
MU*(X) -p H,(x; z) 0 H,(MU; Z) - H,(X; Q) 0 HAMU; Qh 
which is induced by the spectral map, 
X+AMU+X+AMUAK(Q). 
PROPOSITION 4.5. The following diagram 
MU,(X) H + H,(X; Q> 0 HAMU; Q) 
1 
th 
1 
0 
Hz+@; Q[tl> + ’ l H,(X; QPI) 
is commutative where 8 is the composite 
H,(X; Q) 0 H,(MU; Q) 10th* l H,(X; Q) @ HdK(Q[tl), Q) 
1 
e 1 2% 
H,(X; Q[tl> - = H,(X; Q> 0 Q[tl 
Proof. We have the commutative diagram 
n.+(X+ A MU) - H,(X+ A MU; Q) 
1 Or.fh), 1 (l*th), 
TAX+ A WQPN - H,(X+ A WQPl>; Q) 
which is the asserted diagram in disguise. q 
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THEOREM 4.6. Let 01 E MU,(X). Then 
Proof. According to (4.5) and (4.3) we have 
t&4 = eW4 = 6 (; /4x&4 0 b'), 
= ; /4x&4 . th*(bE), 
= ; P(XSE(4) BP, 
as required. 0 
We hope on another occasion to investigate in more detail the relation 
between the Todd character and the Landweber-Novikov operations. 
It would be advantageous to have a formula expressing th(sJa)) in 
terms of th( a! similar to the formula expression ch(!P[) in terms of )
ch([). However, it appears that no such naive formula is possible, even 
if the underlying space is a point. Consider th: MU, + Q[t]. Let 
[VZP’-~] E MU,,s-, be a Milnor manifold for the prime p [IO]: We may 
choose [V2pa-2] to have Todd genus zero and, therefore, th[V2pB-2] = 0. 
On the other hand, we have [16] 
SA,Z-*[ V”““-“1 = p, 
and, hence, 
sgdpml[ PP’-~] = [CP(p - l)] mod p, 
th(b,e-,[~2p2-2]) = p, 
th(Spdp,-l[ V”“‘-“1) = P-1 + p@“-1: 4 E 2. 
By using the oriented cobordism theory MSO,( ) and the L-poly- 
nomials of Hirzebruch [9] we can define a character 
ph: ~~0e.V) - H,W; Qbl), 
where s has degree 4, which enjoys many of the properties of the Todd 
character. We leave their enumeration to the reader. 
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